Digital Learning Solutions

TEL Platforms Roadmap
Completed

Current/Next

Future

DLS Tracking
System
Refactored to meet
GDS requirements.

Competency assessment
passporting
Allowing competency
passports to be carried
between organisations.

Single shared user
User profile/login details will be consolidated allowing
a single set of credentials to be used across our platforms.

Nursing competency
passports
IV Therapy and Critical
Care competency passports
private beta release.
Bookmarks
Providing the ability for
users to save learning
resources in a single place.
Catalogue
administration
Owners of learning
catalogues will be able
to structure packages
of learning material into
logical folders and
sub-folders.

Digital Staff
Passport
Functionality developed
to support Postgraduate
Doctors rotations across
Trusts as part of the NHS
E/I Enabling Staff Movement
Programme.
SSO deep link
to catalogues
Further extending the ability
for users to directly access
a catalogue from single
sign-on links.
Whole slide
image zone
Expanding the way users
interact with images,
by providing the ability for
areas of an image to be
‘highlighted’ with notation.
Match game
Extending the question
types provided, by giving
the ability to ask users
to match a question and
answer together in a
‘quiz style’ manner.
Z-stack - whole
slide image
Broadening the image
functionality which will
a user to ‘stack’ images
together and then for wider
users to be able to ‘scroll’
through these interactively.
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Unified reporting
Expand our ability to report on learner progress from
a single data warehouse across our platforms.
Access (elfh migration)
Broadening the ability for different user types to access
the platform and content relevant to them.
Learning logic (elfh migration)
Presenting content to the user in a predetermined sequence
requiring ordered completion to progress.
Content structure (elfh migration)
Extending the content structure facility to include higher
levels of organisation such as Courses to provide syllabus
based content to users in an organised way.
Certificates (elfh migration)
Expanding the functionality to allow digital and printable
records of completion of resources, either individually
or as a collection, with optional pass marks.
Support administration tools (elfh migration)
Enhancing tools to support our users using our platforms.
Search and taxonomy
Enhancing content tagging and filtering functionality
to give users more focused results.
External content launching interface (elfh migration)
External launching of content by approved 3rd party LMS’s.
Payment systems (elfh migration)
Payment functionality will be deployed into the platform
where there is a need to pay to access content.
Competency Frameworks Workforce
Manager Interface
Increasing admin functionality to enable the creation and
distribution of competency profile self-assessments.

We work with partners to plan, recruit, educate and train the health workforce.

